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We study local duality in a non-commutative framework which extends well
known local dualities in commutative Gorenstein rings and in enveloping algebras
of finite dimensional solvable Lie algebras. We show examples of non-commutative
algebras having a local duality in our sense. In order to study these examples we
will need a non-commutative version of Groebner bases.  2000 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to show a local duality on K-algebras R satisfy-
ing some algebraic properties (they satisfy the AuslanderGorenstein
property, are CohenMacaulay with the strong second layer condition, and
in addition idim(R)=GKdim(R)). Such a local duality is a non-com-
mutative version of local duality on commutative Gorenstein rings and it
was first exhibited by Barou and Malliavin [2] in the case of enveloping
algebras of finite dimensional solvable Lie algebras and afterwards
extended by Mulet [13, 14] to some extensions of such enveloping
algebras. In both cases the restriction dimK (RP)=1 to cofinite prime
ideals was imposed. The theory we show avoids this restriction and shows
a natural framework to study the representation of dualities.
The paper is organized in two parts. In the first one we develop the
theory and obtain the promised characterization of local dualities. In the
second one we introduce some examples of non-commutative algebras
having a local duality (in fact K-algebras such that the Bernstein duality,
as defined in [4], is represented by Ro, the underlying module to the dual
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coalgebra of R). In particular we paid extra attention to the quantum
space, mainly because it will provide examples of K-algebras in which the
codimension of cofinite prime ideals is greater than one.
BACKGROUND
Let R be a unitary associative not necessarily commutative K-algebra
over a commutative field K; actually K will be the field of complex numbers
C. We denote by R-Mod the category of all left R-modules and by R-mod
the full subcategory of all finitely generated left R-modules.
Let _ be an idempotent kernel functor in R-Mod. See [5] for the defini-
tion and elementary properties. The class of all _-torsion left R-modules is
represented by T_ and T
fg
_ denotes the full subcategory of R-Mod of all
finitely generated _-torsion left R-modules; T fg_ is an abelian category.
Finally, let Ab be the category of all abelian groups.
Let R be a noetherian K-algebra; a finitely generated left R-module M is
said to satisfy the Auslander Condition, see [4], if for every non-negative
integer n and every submodule N of ExtnR(M, R) we have Ext
i
R(N, R)=0
for any i<n.
When R is noetherian and has finite left and right injective dimension
then these coincide (Zaks Lemma). This common number will be repre-
sented by idim(R) and we will say that R has finite injective dimension.
Let R be a noetherian K-algebra. We say that R is AuslanderGorenstein,
see [4], if it satisfies the following conditions: (i) the Auslander condition
for every finitely generated R-module; (ii) R has finite injective dimension.
A noetherian K-algebra R is Auslander-regular, see [4], if it satisfies the
following conditions: (i) the Auslander condition for every finitely
generated R-module; (ii) R has finite global dimension.
Let R be an AuslanderGorenstein K-algebra. For a non-zero finitely
generated left R-module M, the grade of M is the smallest non-negative
integer k, such that ExtkR(M, R){0; we represent the grade of M by j(M).
It is clear, from the definition, that for every non-zero finitely generated left
R-module M we have j(M)idim(RR).
Let R be a noetherian K-algebra. We say that R is CohenMacaulay, see
[11], if it satisfies the following conditions: (i) GKdim(R) # N; (ii) for any
finitely generated left R-module M we have
j(M)+GKdim(M)=GKdim(R).
Hence if R is a CohenMacaulay K-algebra, for any finitely generated left
R-module M we have j(M)<; even more, we have GKdim(M) # N.
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Another consequence from the definition is that if R is an Auslander
Gorenstein and CohenMacaulay K-algebra with injective dimension +,
then for any finitely generated left R-module M we have j(M)+.
In the rest of this section R will be an AuslanderGorenstein and Cohen
Macaulay K-algebra.
Let us now show some consequences of the equality idim(R)=
GKdim(R).
(0.1) Theorem [6]. Let R be an AuslanderGorenstein and Cohen
Macaulay K-algebra and idim(R)=+, GKdim(R)=| both finite. Then the
following statements are equivalent:
(a) +=|;
(b) There exists a finite K-dimensional left R-module.
Furthermore, a non-zero finitely generated left R-module M is finite dimen-
sional if and only if j(M)=+.
The identity +=| also implies some properties on the structure of E+ ,
with E+ being the +th point in the minimal injective resolution of R.
(0.2) Theorem [6]. Let R be an AuslanderGorenstein and Cohen
Macaulay K-algebra and let idim(RR)=+, GKdim(R)=| both finite. Then
the following statements are equivalent:
(a) +=|;
(b) E+ $P # Z(_cof) E(Ext
+
R(RP, R)),
where E(X) represents the injective hull of X in R-Mod.
We will also need a technical condition on localization at prime ideals:
the strong second layer condition. A prime ideal P satisfies the left strong
second layer condition if there are no prime ideal Q and an exact sequence
of finitely generated uniform left R-modules 0  L  M  N  0 such that:
(i) L=AnnM(P); (ii) AnnR(L$)=P for any submodule 0{L$L; and (iii)
Q=AnnR(M)=AnnR(N$) for any submodule 0{N$N. In the same way
we define the right strong second layer condition and say that P has the
strong second layer condition if it has the left and right second layer
condition.
We refer to [5] for relative results on the strong second layer condition.
As a final remark let us mention that, in some sense, this paper is a two-
sided version of [6]. Here we show how the left and right structures of a
ring are related.
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1. LOCAL DUALITY
First we collect some results on contravariant functors and their
representations.
Let _ be a symmetrical idempotent kernel functor on R-Mod, i.e., the set
L(_)=[IR R : RI # T_] has a cofinal set L2(_)=[IR RR : I # L(_)].
1.1. Exact Contravariant Functors.
Let T: T fg_  Ab be a contravariant additive functor. A left R-module M
is called an R-bimodule if it also supports a right R-module structure and
r(ms)=(rm) s, for any r, s # R and m # M.
(1.1) Lemma. For any R-bimodule M, such that RM # T fg_ , the right
R-module structure of M induces a left R-module structure on TM.
Proof. We have an action of R on TM defined by rx=T\M, r(x), where,
as usual, \M, r : M  M is defined by \M, r(m)=mr. K
(1.2) Remark. In the particular case of a two-sided ideal I of R such
that I # L(_), we have that T(RI ) is a left R-module as RI is an
R-bimodule. Let us assume that M # T fg_ and IM=0. Then M is a left
RI-module and we can build the commutative diagram
&I, M, rm &I, M, m
RI www
\RI, r RI
M
where &I, M, m : RI  M is defined by &I, M, m(1+I )=m. Thus we obtain a
compatibility relation, between the involved structures, given by
r(T&I, M, m(x))=T\RI, r(T&I, M, m(x))
=T(&I, M, m\RI, r)(x)=T&I, M, rm(x).
(1.3) Lemma. Let M be an R-bimodule such that MI=0. Then ITM=0.
In particular, if I # L2(_), then IT(RI )=0.
Proof. From the definition we have rx=T\M, r(x). If r # I, then
\M, r=0 and T\M, r=0, thus rx=0. K
Let T: T fg_  Ab be a contravariant additive functor. We define
E=I # L2(_) T(RI ), and jI : T(RI )  E, for any I # L2(_), the canonical
homomorphism.
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There exists a map ,: T  HomR(&, E ) defined, for any left R-module
M # T fg_ , by
,M( y)(m)=( jI T&I, M, m)( y)
for some I # L2(_) such that IM=0.
(1.4) Lemma. With the above notation , is a natural transformation
from T to HomR(&, E ).
Proof. First we prove that ,M is well defined. Let JI be elements of
L2(_) such that JM=0=IM, then we have the commutative diagram,
T&I, M, m T&J, M, m
jI jJ
TM
T(RI) wwwww
jJI T(RJ)
E
where jJI is the image of the canonical epimorphism RJ  RI by T. Then
we have jIT&I, M, m= jJ T&J, M, m .
To prove that , is a natural transformation we consider the diagram
M TM ww
,M HomR(M, E )
f
Tf f *
N TN ww
,N HomR(N, E )
To prove that this diagram is commutative let us consider I # L2(_) such
that IM=0=IN. We use I to define ,M and ,N and we have
( f *,M)( y)(n)=( f *,M( y))(n)=(,M( y) f )(n)=,M( y)( f (n))
=( jIT&I, M, f (n))( y)=( jIT( f&I, M, n))( y)=( jIT&I, M, nTf )( y)
=( jIT&I, M, n)(Tf ( y))=,N(Tf ( y))(n)=(,NTf )( y)(n). K
Now we study consequences of T: T fg_  Ab to be left exact.
(1.5) Lemma. With the above notation the following statements are
equivalent:
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(a) T is left exact
(b) ,: T  HomR(&, E) is a natural isomorphism.
Proof. Given M # T fg_ , there exists I # L
2(_) such that IM=0. Since
RI-ModT fg_ , we can consider the restriction of T to RI-Mod. Let us
call T I this restriction. It is clear that T I satisfies the same properties as T
in the global version. Then T I is left exact if and only if ,I: T I 
HomRI (&, T(RI )) is a natural isomorphism.
In order to extend this to the local case let us consider the diagram
TM=T IM ww
,IM HomRI (M, T(RI )) ww
1
HomR(M, T(RI ))
( jI)*
HomR(M, E )
This composition is ,M ,
(( jI)*,
I
M)( y)(m)=(( jI)*,
I
M( y))(m)=( jI ,
I
M( y))(m)
=( jIT I&I, M, m)( y)=( jI T&I, M, m)( y)=,M( y)(m). K
The next step is to characterize when T is exact.
An idempotent kernel functor _ is stable if the class T_ is closed under
essential extensions.
(1.6) Lemma. Let R be a left noetherian ring, _ be a stable, symmetrical
idempotent kernel functor, and T: Tfg_  Ab be a contravariant additive left
exact functor. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) T is exact;
(b) E=I # L2(_) T(RI ) is an injective left R-module.
Proof. (b) O (a). This is obvious as ,: T  HomR(&, E) is a natural
isomorphism.
(a) O (b). Let J be a left ideal of R and f: J  E a homomorphism.
Then f (J) is a finitely generated submodule of E.
By definition we have E=I # L2(_) T(RI ), and any I # L2(_) satisfies
IT(RI )=0. Then jI (T(RI ))Ann rE (I ), and E is a direct union:
E= AnnrE (I ).
Since f (J) is finitely generated, there exists an ideal I # L2(_) such that
f (J)AnnrE (I ). In particular we have If (J)=0.
_ satisfies the ArtinRees property as it is stable. Then there exists
H # L(_) such that H & JIJ. Then f (H & J)=0 and f factorizes through
J(H & J). Let f1 : J(H & J)  E be a factorization.
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Let us consider the following short exact sequence in the category T fg_
0 
J
H & J

R
H

R
H+J
 0.
Then applying T we obtain a short exact sequence in Ab. Hence the upper
row in the next diagram is exact:
0 ww HomR \ RH+J , E+ww HomR \RH , E+ww HomR \ JH & J , E+ ww 0
$ $ $
0 T \ RH+J+ T \RH+ T \ JH & J+ 0
Since H & JIJ, then f factorizes through JH & J , and there exists
g1 : RH  E such that g1 |(J(H & J))= f1 . We may define now g=R  RH
w
g1 E and it is easy to show that g extends f to R. K
1.2. Local Cohomology
Let _ be a symmetrical idempotent kernel functor on R-Mod and M a
left R-module. Recall that H n_(M), the nth local cohomology group of M
relative to _, is defined as the nth right derived functor of _, i.e., it is the
nth cohomology group of the complex
0  _(E$0)  _(E$1)  } } }  _(E$n)  } } } ,
where 0  M  E$0  E$1  } } } is an injective resolution of M.
Let _cof be the idempotent kernel functor on R-Mod defined by
_cof(M)=[m # M : Rm is finite K-dimensional]
or equivalently L(_cof)=[IR R: I is cofinite in R], i.e., the quotients RI
are finite K-dimensional. In [6] it is proved that _cof is a symmetrical
idempotent kernel functor.
(1.7) Lemma. Let R be an AuslanderGorenstein and CohenMacaulay
ring which is _cof -torsionfree and has injective dimension +. Let
0 R R  E0  } } }  E+  0 } } }
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be a minimal injective resolution of R. Then we have:
(1) _cof(Ei)=0 for any i<+;
(2) _cof(E+)=H +_cof(R);
(3) If P # Spec(R) and ht(P)=h>i, then HomR(RP, Ei)=0.
Proof. Let I # L2(_cof). Using the equality GKdim(RI )+ j(RI )=
GKdim(R) and taking into account that GKdim(RI)=0, we deduce that
j(RI )=GKdim(R)=+. Hence Ext iR(RI, R)=0 for any i<+.
Since R is a _cof -torsionfree, we have HomR(RI, R)=0. Let us prove
that HomR(RI, E0)=0. If there exists some 0{ f : RI  E0 and we call
x= f (1+I ), then Ix=0. Hence there exists r # R such that 0{rx # R. As
a consequence IrxIx=0 and rx=0, which is a contradiction.
Let us assume that HomR(RI, Ei&1)=0. We have
Ext1R(RI, Ki&1)$Ext iR(RI, R)=0,
and there exists a short exact sequence
0  HomR(RI, Ki&1)  HomR(RI, Ei&1)  HomR(RI, Ki)  0.
Then we obtain that HomR(RI, Ki)=0. Hence HomR(RI, Ei)=0. As a
consequence (1) holds.
(2) We will compute the homology of the complex
0  _cof(E0)  _cof(E1)  } } }  _cof(E+)  0  } } } .
As the only, possible, non-zero entry of this complex is _cof(E+), it is clear
that H +_cof(R)=_cof(E+).
(3) If R is CohenMacaulay then it satisfies the identity
GKdim(RP)+ j(RP)=GKdim(R), for any P # Spec(R).
In addition, as a consequence of [10, p. 39], we obtain
GKdim(R)GKdim(RP)+ht(P).
Then j(RP)ht(P). If ht(P)=h, then for any i<h we have j(RP)>i.
Hence Ext iR(RP, R)=0 and HomR(RP, Ei)=0 as a consequence of the
following proposition. K
(1.8) Proposition (F. Couchot) [2]). Let R be an integral domain (non-
commutative), let 0{IR be a two-sided ideal, and 0  R  E0  E1 
} } } be a minimal injective resolution of R R. If j(RI )i then HomR
(RI, Ei){0.
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1.3. Structure of the Local Cohomology Groups
(1.9) Lemma. Let _ be a stable idempotent kernel functor on R-Mod and
M be a _-torsion left R-module. Then we have
idim(R M)sup[pdim(RI ): I # L(_)].
Proof. Let Extn+1R (RI, M)=0 for any I # L(_). We claim idim( RM)
n. We prove it by induction on n. If n=0 then Ext1R(RI, M)=0 for any
I # L(_). Then M is _-injective and M is _-torsion. Hence M is injective
and idim(R M)=0. Let us assume the result holds for any positive integer
number smaller than n>0. Let EM be the injective hull of M and let us
consider the exact sequence
} } }  ExtnR(RI, EM)  Ext
n
R(RI, EMM)  Ext
n+1
R (RI, M)  } } } .
Since ExtnR(RI, EM)=0=Ext
n+1
R (RI, M), then Ext
n
R(RI, EMM)=0.
Since M is _-torsion, then EMM is also, as _ is stable. By the induction
hypothesis we obtain idim( R(EMM))n&1. Hence idim(R M)n. K
(1.10) Remark. Let F: R-Mod  Ab be an additive (covariant) functor.
Then for any R-bimodule M we have that FM has a natural right
R-module structure induced by the right R-module structure of M.
We define for any r # R a map \M, r : M  M; \M, r(m)=mr. Then \M, r is
a right R-module homomorphism, so F\M, r : FM  FM is an abelian
group homomorphism. If we let
xr=F\M, r(x),
then FM is a right R-module,
x(r1r2)=F\M, r1r2(x)=F(\M, r2 \M, r1)(x)
=(F\M, r2)(F\M, r1)(x)=F\M, r2(F\M, r1(x))=(xr1) r2 .
As a consequence, for any left R-module N and any R-bimodule M the
abelian group ExtnR(N, M) has the structure of a right R-module, and, in
the particular case in which N is an R-bimodule, then it also has the
structure of a left R-module.
The next result is well known; we include it here for completeness.
(1.11) Lemma [12]. Let R be a noetherian ring, N a finitely generated
left R-module, and M an R-bimodule such that R M is finitely generated.
Then ExtnR(N, M) is a finitely generated right R-module.
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Proof. Let
} } }  Fn  } } }  F0  N  0
be a free resolution of RN such that Fi is finitely generated for any index i.
Then
0  HomR(F0 , M)  HomR(F1 , M)  } } }
is a complex in which any point is a finitely generated right R-module
isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of M. Then the result holds. K
The main result on local cohomology groups shows the relationship
between the groups H n_(M) and Ext
n
R(&, M). In fact we have an abelian
group isomorphism,
H n_(M)$I # L2(_) Ext
n
R(RI, M).
It is proved in [12] that this is a left R-module isomorphism with a
convenient left R-module structure in I # L2(_) ExtnR(RI, M).
If M is an R-bimodule then ExtnR(RI, M) also has the right R-module
structure induced by the right R-module structure of R. We will show that
this structure passes through the direct limit to H n_(R). We only need to
show that if RJ  RI is the canonical map, being I and J ideals such that
JI, then the induced homomorphism ExtnR(RI, M)  Ext
n
R(RJ, M) is a
right R-module homomorphism. We prove this in the following lemma.
(1.12) Lemma. Let F1 , F2 : R-Mod  Ab be two covariant additive
functors and g: F1  F2 a natural transformation. If M is an R-bimodule,
then gM : F1M  F2 M is a right R-module homomorphism.
Proof.
gM(xr)=gM(F1 \M, r(x))=(gM F1 \M, r)(x)=(F2 \M, r gM)(x)=gM(x)r,
gM
gM
F1M F2M
F1 \M, r F2 \M, r
F1M F2M K
As an application we can give a right R-module structure to the direct
limit I # L2(_) Ext
n
R(RI, M).
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(1.13) Theorem. H n_(M) has a natural right R-module structure.
1.4. Duality Defined by R0
Following the theory developed in [6], we relate modules in T_cof with
R0=_cof(R*)=_cof(HomK (R, K)). Our first result is a direct consequence
of the proof of [8, Theorem 2]. Thus we have:
(1.14) Corollary. Let R be an AuslanderGorenstein and Cohen
Macaulay ring which is _cof -torsionfree and has injective dimension + and let
0 R R  E0  } } }  E+  0 } } }
be a minimal injective resolution of R. Then E+ is a cogenerator of T_cof .
Proof. It is enough to prove that for every simple left R-module S in
T_cof we have HomR(S, E+){0. Let us assume that HomR(S, E+)=0. Since
HomR(S, Ei)$Ext iR(S, R), i>0, see [8, Lemma 1; 6, Lemma 3.3], then
Ext+R(S, R)=HomR(S, E+)=0.
We take a free resolution of S,
} } }  Fn w
fn Fn&1  } } }  F0 w
f0 S  0,
where every Fi is finitely generated for any index i and F0=R. Let us call
Hi+1=Ker( fi).
Associated to the short exact sequence
0  Hi  R  S  0
there exists a long exact sequence
0  HomR(S, R)  HomR(R, R)  HomR(H1 , R)  Ext1R(S, R)
 } } }  Ext iR(R, R)  Ext
i
R(H1 , R)  Ext
i+1
R (S, R)  } } } . (1)
Since Ext1R(S, R)=0 and HomR(S, R)=0, we obtain HomR(R, R)$
HomR(H1 , R). Indeed, if 1<+, then E1 is _cof -torsionfree, see Lemma (1.7)
and Ext1R(S, R)$HomR(S, E1)=0. If 1=+, then Ext1R(S, R)=
HomR(S, E+)=0.
On the other hand, ExtiR(R, R)=0. Indeed, Ext
i+1
R (S, R)=HomR(S, Ei+1)
=0 if i+1<+ and Ei+1 is _cof -torsionfree and if i+1=+, then
HomR(S, E+)=0, by hypothesis. Since Ext i+1R (S, R) is also zero, then
ExtiR(H1 , R)=0 for any index 0<i+.
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Let us consider the exact sequence 0  Hi+1  Fi  H i  0 and the
associated long exact sequence in cohomology
0  HomR(Hi , R)=H i*  HomR(Fi , R)=F i*
 HomR(Hi+1 , R)=H*i+1  Ext1R(Hi , R)  } } } . (2)
We have Ext1R(Hi , R)=0, if 0<i+. Indeed,
Ext1R(H i , R)$Ext
2
R(H i&1, R)$ } } } $Ext
i
R (H1 , R).
Hence there exist short exact sequences (of right R-modules)
0  H i*  F i*  H*i+1  0, 0<i+
and we may build an exact sequence
0  H2*  F 2*  } } }  F*+  H*++1  0
which may be extended to a free resolution of H*++1 . Then there exist
isomorphisms Ext+R(H*++1 , R)$Ext
1
R(H 2*, R). Since R has injective dimen-
sion +, then Ext+R(H*++1 , R)=0 and Ext
1
R(H 2*, R)=0.
Let us consider now the exact sequence 0  H1*  F 1*  H 2*  0. Then
we may build a commutative diagram
0 ww H2 F1 ww H1 ww 0
:2 1 :1
0 ww H2** ww F1** ww H1** ww Ext1R(H 2*, R) ww } } }
where the :1 and :2 are the natural monomorphisms. Then :1 and :2 are
isomorphisms and we have that the inclusion H1  R may be written as
H1  H 1** 
$ R**  R
which is an isomorphism. This is a contradiction as H1 is a maximal ideal
in R. K
We know that H n_cof (R)=E+ has the structure of a right R-module.
Since, under some conditions, E+ $Ro, as left R-modules, we claim they
also are isomorphic as right R-modules. This is the central point of this
section.
Let _ be a symmetrical idempotent kernel functor in R-Mod. We define
_opp to be the symmetrical idempotent kernel functor in Mod-R such that
L2(_)=L2(_opp).
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Let Ti : T fg_  T
fg
_opp and Td : T
fg
_opp  T
fg
_ be left exact contravariant
additive functors. We say (Ti , Td) is a duality if for any X # T fg_ and any
Y # T fg_opp there exist natural isomorphisms
TdTi (X)$X, Ti Td (Y)$Y.
(1.15) Lemma. Let (Ti , Td) be a duality. Then Ti and Td are exact
functors.
Proof. Let us consider a short exact sequence 0  X$ ’ X  X"  0 in
T fg_ . Applying Ti we obtain an exact sequence 0  Ti X"  Ti X  Ti X$ 
Y  0, and applying Td we obtain a commutative diagram
’
0 ww Td Y ww Td Ti X$ ww Td Ti X
1 1
X$ X
Then Td Y=0, and we have Y$Ti Td (Y)=Ti 0=0. K
As a consequence, if we call E(i)=I # L2(_) Ti (RI ), there exists a
natural isomorphism Ti 
,
HomR(&, E(i)). In addition, _ is stable and E(i)
is an injective left R-module.
In an analogous way, if we define E(d)=I # L2(_opp) Td (RI ), the same
properties can be proved.
An R-bimodule D is called _-dualizing if it satisfies:
(1) R D # T fg_ and DR # T
fg
_opp ;
(2) X$HomR(HomR(X, D), D) and Y$HomR(HomR(Y, D), D)
are natural isomorphisms for any X # T fg_ and any Y # T
fg
_opp .
The goal now is to prove that Ro is a dualizing R-bimodule relative to _cof .
To simplify notation, as we are working with the idempotent kernel
functor _cof , we use ‘‘dualizing’’ instead of _cof -dualizing.
A symmetrical idempotent kernel functor _ is called bistable if _ and _opp
are stable. Using [6, Theorem 1.7] we have that _cof is stable if and only
if every cofinite prime ideal of R satisfies the (left and right) strong second
layer condition.
(1.16) Lemma. If _cof is bistable, then Ro is a dualizing R-bimodule.
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Proof. By [6, Theorem 1.5] we have that Ro is injective. Then
HomR(&, Ro) is exact. Hence if X # T fg_cof , then there exists I # L(_cof) such
that IX=0, and for any f # HomR(X, Ro) we have
( fI )(x)= f (Ix)= f (0)=0.
Therefore fI=0 and HomR(X, Ro) # T fg_
cof
opp . To prove the existence of the
natural isomorphism we consider the natural isomorphisms
HomR(X, Ro)=HomR(X, _cof (HomK (R, K )))
=HomR(X, HomK (R, K ))$HomK (R R X, K )
$HomK (X, K ).
Hence
HomR(HomR(X, Ro), Ro)$HomK (HomK (X, K), K ).
Since X # T fg_cof , then dimK (X )<, and there exists an isomorphism
HomK (HomK (X, K ), K)$X. K
At this point we may follow two different methods:
(1) Study and classify all dualizing pairs (Ti , Td) using the injective
modules E(i) and E(d ) .
(2) Characterize dualities defined by Ro.
We will study here problem (2). First we emphasize that for any X # T fg_cof
there exists a natural isomorphism
HomR(X, Ro)$HomK (X, K ),
and the K-dimension of HomR(X, Ro) is finite and equal to dimK (X ) as X
has finite K-dimension. We impose this condition on the duality to the
cofinite modules RP where P # C(_cof), i.e., for any P # Z(_cof) we have
that Ti RP and RP have the same dimension as K-vector spaces and the
same condition to any Q # Z(_oppcof ) and Td .
If E(i) is an injective left R-module, for any P # Z(_cof) such that P=
Ann(S), with S # T_ being simple, we have
SocS(E(i))=HomR(RP, E(i))=T i (RP)
and since it has the same K-dimension as RP, then it is isomorphic to RP.
Since E(i) is a _cof -torsion left R-module, then every indecomposable
injective submodule of E(i) is the injective hull of a simple module in T fg_cof .
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As a consequence Soc0(E(i))=S # 0 SocS(E(i)) is an essential submodule
of E(i) , i.e.,
E(i)=E(Soc0(E(i)))= 
S # 0
E(SocS(E(i)))$ 
P # Z(_cof)
E(RP),
with 0 being a set of representatives of isomorphism classes of simple
modules in T_cof . In the same way we obtain an identical description
for E(d ) .
Then we have the following result, which characterizes dualities induced
by Ro:
(1.17) Proposition. Let R be an AuslanderGorenstein and Cohen
Macaulay K-algebra with idim(R R)=+, GKdim(R)=| finite and such that
every cofinite prime ideal of R satisfies the strong second layer condition. A
duality (Ti , Td) satisfies that Ti RP and RP have the same K-dimension for
any P # Z(_cof) and TdRQ and RQ have the same K-dimension for any
Q # Z(_oppcof ), if and only if E(i) $R R
o and E(d ) $RoR .
As a consequence these dualities are completely determined by Ro and its
structures on the left and right sides.
Finally we will identify E+=H +_cof (R) with R
o and show that it is also an
injective right R-module.
Remember the description of H +_cof (R),
H +_cof (R)$ 
I # L2(_cof)
Ext+R(RI, R).
If IJ are ideals in L2(_cof), then there exists an exact sequence
} } }  Extn&1R (JI, R)  Ext
n
R(RJ, R) 
:
ExtnR(RI, R)
 ExtnR(JI, R)  0 (3)
and we have Extn&1R (JI, R)=0. Since every point in the minimal injective
resolution of R is torsionfree except, possibly, the last one, then : is a
monomorphism and (E+)R is the direct union of all ExtnR(RI, R).
We also have ExtnR(RI, R) is _
opp-torsion, as by the Auslander condition
we have
Ext jR(Ext
n
R(RI, R), R)=0, for any j<n.
Hence j(ExtnR(RI, R))=n. Furthermore, GKdim(Ext
n
R(RI, R))=0 as R is
CohenMacaulay.
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Then (E+)R is _opp-torsion and Soc0((E+)R) is essential in (E+)R . Hence
Soc0((E+)R)$ 
P # Z(_cof)
E(RPR)nPe (E+)R .
We claim that nP=1 for any P # Z(_cof).
Let P # Z(_cof). Then Ext+R(RP, R) and RP have the same K-dimen-
sion, by the hypothesis, and it is _cof -torsion.
Moreover, if Ext+R(&, RR) and Ext
+
R(&, R R) define a duality, then we
have (RP)R=Ext+R(Ext
+
R(RP, RR), R R).
Then Ext+R(RP, RR) # T
fg
_cof
. We claim that it contains a submodule
isomorphic to RQ for some Q # Z(_cof). Let us assume that (RP)R $S m
for a simple module SR , being dimK (RP)=m2. We have
Ext+R(RP, RR)=Ext
+
R(S
m, RR)=(Ext+R(S, RR))
m,
as a consequence T=Ext+R(S, RR) is simple, and since they have the same
K-dimension, this is equal to m. Hence Ann lR (T )=Q for some Q # Z(_cof)
and there exists a left R-module isomorphism Ext+R(RP, RR)$RQ.
Applying Ext+R(&,RR) we obtain a monomorphism RP  (E+)R .
The next step is to show that there are not two copies of RP in (E+)R .
If RPRPExt+R(RI, R)R , applying Ext+R(&, RR) we obtain an
epimorphism
RI  Ext+R(RP, R)
2$(RQ)2R .
Then there exists a right ideal J of R such that RJ$(RQ)2. Hence QJ
and there exist inequalities
m2=dimK (RQ)dimK (RJ)=2dimK (RQ)=2m2,
which is a contradiction.
We obtain then
Soc0((E+)R)$ 
P # Z(_cof)
E((RP)R) e(E+)R .
As a consequence, if (E+)R is injective, then we obtain an isomorphism
(E+)R $RoR .
We will consider the isomorphism E+=H +_(R)$I Ext+R(RI, R) to
prove that (E+)R is injective. Every Ext+R(RI, R) is _
opp
cof -torsion, as we
pointed out before; then we only need to prove that (E+)R is _oppcof -injective.
Let us assume that J # L2(_oppcof ). Then
Ext1R(RJ, (E+)R)=Ext
1
R(RJ, H
+
_(R)R)
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(RJ is finitely generated and acts as a right R-module, hence Ext+R(RJ, R)
acts as left R-module and its structure is defined by the right structure
of RJ)
$TorR+&1(H +_(R), Ext+R(RJ, RR))
$TorR+&1(
I
Ext+R(RI, RR), Ext
+
R(RJ, RR))
$
I
TorR+&1(Ext
+
R(RI, RR), Ext
+
R(RJ, RR))
(RI is finitely generated and Ext+R(RI, R) has a right R-module structure
induced by the right structure of R)
$H 1_cof (Ext
+
R(RJ, RR)).
(All these isomorphisms are abelian group isomorphisms.)
We have H 1_cof (Ext
+
R(RJ, RR)) is zero as Ext
+
R(RJ, RR) is _-torsion.
Hence (E+)R is injective relative to _oppcof , so injective in Mod-R.
Thus we have:
(1.18) Theorem. With the same hypothesis as that in Proposition (1.17)
there exists an isomorphism of right R-modules E+ $Ro.
2. EXAMPLES
Following J. E. Bjo rk in [3], a Bernstein left R-module on an Auslander
Gorenstein and CohenMacaulay K-algebra is a finitely generated left
R-module M such that GKdim(M )=|&+. Hence if +=|, see
Theorem (0.1), then Bernstein left modules are exactly finite dimensional
left modules. In this case we may apply the duality developed in [4, 1.25]
and obtain, for any Bernstein left module M, a natural isomorphism
Ext+R(Ext
+
R(M, R), R)$M.
As a consequence, we have a duality (Ext+R(&, R), Ext
+
R(&, R)) from T
fg
_cof
to T fg_
cof
opp . We are interested in those K-algebras such that this duality is
represented by Ro. Our first aim is to provide examples of such algebras.
Following Proposition (1.17) we only need to prove that Ext+R(RP, R) and
RP have the same K-dimension for any cofinite prime ideal P of R.
Enveloping Algebra of Solvable Finite Dimensional Lie Algebras. This
example was studied in [2]; see also [6].
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Coefficient Spaces of Linear (Special and General) Quantum Groups. This
example was studied in [6] in the case in which q is not a root of unity.
Quantum Plane. The example of the quantum plane was studied in [6]
for the case in which q is not a root of unity.
Quantum Space. We proceed now to study the quantum space for the
case in which q is a root of unity.
2.1. Cofinite Prime Ideals in Kq[X1 , ..., Xn]
We will study the cofinite prime ideals in Kq[X1 , ..., Xn] in the
particular case in which q is a primitive d th root of unity. Recall that the
multiplication of the indeterminates follows the rule that Xj Xi=qX i Xj , if
i< j. To do that we distinguish two cases: in the first one n is an even
number and in the second one, n is odd. However, we will study the two
cases at the same time.
It is easy to prove that Kq[X1 , ..., Xn] is AuslanderGorenstein and Cohen
Macaulay; in fact idim(Kq[X1 , ..., Xn])=n=GKdim(Kq[X1 , ..., Xn]). On
the other hand, Kq[X1 , ..., Xn] satisfies the strong second layer condition;
see [5, p. 77] and Lemma (2.1) below.
2.2. The Centre of Kq[X1 , ..., Xn]
Let us assume : a:X
: is in the centre of Kq[X1 , ..., Xn]. Then for any
r # Kq[X1 , ..., Xn] we have r(: a:X:)=(: a: X:) r. Let us consider
r=Xi . Then we obtain
Xi \:: a: X
:+=:: q
:1+ } } } +:i&1a:X:+ei
\:: a:X
:+ Xi=:: q
:i+1+ } } } +:na: X:+ei.
As a consequence
q:1+ } } } +:i&1=q:i+1+ } } } +:n.
Hence :1+ } } } +: i&1&(: i&1+ } } } +:n) is an integer multiple of d. Then
there exist *1 , ..., *n # Z such that
&(:2+ } } } +:n)=*1 d
:1&(:3+ } } } +:n)=*2 d
(4)
b
:1+ } } } +:n&1=*n d.
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Then the following identities are easy to obtain:
:1+:2=(*2&*1) d
:2+:3=(*3&*2) d
b
:n&1+:n=(*n&*n&1) d
:n&:1=&(*n&*1) d.
In the particular case in which n is even we also have
:1+:n= :
n
i=2
(:i&1+:i)(&1) i
= :
n
i=2
(*i&*i&1)(&1) i d
=\&*1+2 :
n&1
i=2
* i (&1) i+*n+ d.
As a consequence
2:n=2 :
n&1
i=2
*i (&1) i d
and
:n= :
n&1
i=2
*i (&1) i d.
Hence :n is a multiple of d. Therefore :1 , ..., :n&1 also are multiples of d
and the centre of Kq[X1 , ..., Xn] has the description
Cen(Kq[X1 , ..., Xn])=K[X d1 , ..., X
d
n].
On the other hand, if n is odd then from (4) we obtain that if i and j are
both either even or odd, then :i+:j is a multiple of d and to the contrary
:i&:j is a multiple of d. Then Cen(Kq[X1 , ..., Xn]) is generated over
K[X d1 , ..., X
d
n] by the elements X
:1
1 } } } X
:n
n , where 0:i<d for any index i
and :i+:i+1=d for any index 1i<n. It is obvious that in this case we
have
Cen(Kq[X1 , ..., Xn])=K[X d1 , ..., X
d
n , X1 X
d&1
2 } } } X
d&1
n&1Xn].
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(2.1) Lemma. Let q be a primitive dth root of unity. With the above
notation we have
Cen(Kq[X1 , ..., Xn])={
K[X d1 , ..., X
d
n]
if n is even, and
K[X d1 , ..., X
d
n , X1 X
d&1
2 } } } X
d&1
n&1Xn]
if n is odd.
See also Refs. [1, 7] about the centre of Kq[X1 , ..., Xn].
2.3. Cofinite Prime Ideals of Kq[X1 , ..., Xn]
Let P be a cofinite prime ideal of R=Kq[X1 , ..., Xn]. Let us call C=
K[X d1 , ..., X
d
n] and Z=Cen(Kq[X1 , ..., Xn]). Then we have a tower of ring
extensions,
CZR.
The trace ideals of P in C and Z are cofinite prime ideals. Let us call them
P$ and P", respectively. Since P$ is a cofinite prime ideal of C, then there
exist a1 , ..., an # K such that P$=(X d1&a1 , ..., X
d
n&an). Without losing
generality we may assume that ai=0 or 1. Indeed if ai{0 then we may
change the indeterminate Xi by Xi bi , where bi is a dth root of unity of ai .
In order to study the ideal P we may also assume that an= } } } =ai+1
=0 and a1= } } } =ai=1. Then X dn # P$P. Since P is prime and Xn is a
normalizing element, then Xn # P. Hence if we call I=(Xn) and I$, I" their
trace ideals in C and Z, respectively, we have the tower of ring extensions
CI$ZI"RI.
The trace in CI$ of the image of P in RI is (X d1&a1 , ..., X
d
n&1&an&1)I$.
Therefore in our study of P we may assume that any ai is equal to 1. Since
P$=(X d1&1, ..., X
d
n&1) and P" is a prime ideal of Z laying over P$, then
P" is minimal over P$ as CZ is an integral extension. If n is even, then
C=Z and P$=P". If n is odd we define a ring homomorphism
&: K[X]  ZP$Z; &(X)=X1X d&12 } } } X
d&1
n&1 Xn+P$Z.
We have that & is surjective. Let us call T=X1X d&12 } } } X
d&1
n&1 Xn+P$Z. We
claim that [1, T, ..., T d&1] is a K-basis of ZP$Z. Indeed,
T 2=q(d&1)(n&1)2X 21X
d&2
2 } } } X
d&2
n&1 X
2
n+P$Z
T i=q((d&1)+ } } } +(d&(i&1)))(n&1)2X i1X
d&i
2 } } } X
d&i
n&1X
i
n+P$Z
=q(d&i(i&1)2)(n&1)2X i1X
d&i
2 } } } X
d&i
n&1X
i
n+P$Z.
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Let 0=d&1i=0 a i X
i
1X
d&i
2 } } } X
d&i
n&1X
i
n+P$Z be a K-linear combination.
Then d&1i=0 ai X
i
1X
d&i
2 } } } X
d&i
n&1X
i
n # P$Z. Hence the exponent of some Xi
must be greater than or equal to d which is a contradiction. As a conse-
quence & is injective.
On the other hand we have
&(X d)=T d=q(&d(d&1)2)(n&1)2 :
d&1
i=0
ai X d1X
0
2 } } } X
0
n&1X
d
n
=q(&d(d&1)2)(n&1)2.
Then Xd&q(&d(d&1)2)(n&1)2 # Ker(&). Since
dimC(K[X](Xd&q (&d(d&1)2)(n&1)2))=d=dimC(ZP$Z),
then (Xd&q(&d(d&1)2)(n&1)2)=Ker(&). Let #1 , ..., #d be the d th roots of
q(&d(d&1)2)(n&1)2. Then we have a factorization of ideals
Ker(&)=(X&#1) } } } (X&#d).
As a consequence P"P$Z is the image by & of one of the (X&#i). Hence
P"=(Xd&1, ..., X dn&1, X1X
d&1
2 } } } X
d&1
n&1Xn&#), where # is a dth root of
q(&d(d&1)2)(n&1)2.
(2.2) Proposition. With the above notation we have
P & Z={(X
d
1&1, ..., X
d
n&1)
(X d1&1, ..., X
d
n&1, X1X
d&1
2 } } } X
d&1
n&1 Xn&#)
if n is even and
if n is odd.
Once we have a description of P", we will give a full description of the
cofinite prime ideals in Kq[X1 , ..., Xn]. We consider the ring extension
ZR
and the associated ring extension between the quotient rings,
ZP"RP"R.
It is clear that P" is a cofinite prime ideal of Z. Since Z is a finitely
generated commutative C-algebra, then ZP"$K.
Let us consider the quotient RP$R.
(2.3) Lemma. RP$R is separable over CP$.
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Proof. We have an inclusion CP$RP$R and show that
e=
1
d n
: (X :11 } } } X
:n
n +P$R) (X
&:n
n } } } X
&:1
1 +P$R)
is a separability idempotent. Given Xi we have
Xi e=
1
d n
: q:1+ } } } +:i&1(X :11 } } } X
:i+1
i } } } X
:n
n +P$R)
 (X &:nn } } } X
&:1
1 +P$R)
=
1
d n
: q:1+ } } } +:i&1(X :11 } } } X
:i
i } } } X
:n
n +P$R)
 (X &:nn } } } X
&:i+1
i } } } X
&:1
1 +P$R)
=eX i . K
(2.4) Corollary. RP"R is separable over ZP". In particular it is
separable over Cen(RP"R).
Proof. Apply Proposition 5.3.13(i) in [15] to the extensions CP$
ZP"Cen(RP"R). K
(2.5) Lemma. Cen(RP"R)=ZP".
Proof. First we compute the centre of RP$R. Since [X:: 0:i<d]
is a K-basis of RP$R, then Cen(RP$R)=Z(P$R & Z). We consider the
surjective map RP$R f RP"R. By Proposition 5.3.12 in [15] we have
Cen(RP"R)= f Cen(RP$R)
= f (Z(P$R & Z))
= f ((Z+P$R)P$R)
=(Z+P"R)P"R
=Z(P"R & Z)
=ZP". K
As a direct application of Theorem 5.3.24 in [15] we obtain:
(2.6) Theorem. RP"R is Azumaya.
There exists a one to one correspondence between ideals in Cen(RP"R)
and ideals in RP"R given by I [ IR and the reverse correspondence is
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J [ J & Cen(RP"R). This correspondence may be extended to prime
ideals. Hence RP"R is a prime ring. Since P"R is cofinite and P"RP
then P=P"R.
(2.7) Theorem. With the above notation P=P"R, i.e.,
P={(X
d
1&1, ..., X
d
n&1)
(X d1&1, ..., X
d
n&1, X1 X
d&1
2 } } } X
d&1
n&1Xn&#)
if n is even and
if n is odd.
2.4. Codimension of Cofinite Prime Ideals
In that way we have characterized all cofinite prime ideals of
Kq[X1 , ..., Xn]. The second problem we are interested in is to compute
their codimension. To do that we use Groebner bases on Kq[X1 , ..., Xn].
A developed theory of Groebner bases may be found in [9]; we follow that
notation introduced there.
(2.8) Theorem. With the above notation we have
dimK (RP)={d
n
d n&1
if n is even and
if n is odd.
Proof. The easiest case is when n is even, then use the lexicographical
order with X1> } } } >Xn . A Groebner basis is [X d1&1, ..., X
d
n&1]. Hence
the codimension of P is d n.
If n is odd then from [X d1&1, ..., X
d
n&1, X1X
d&1
2 } } } X
d&1
n&1Xn&#] we
may build a Groebner basis using the Buchberger algorithm. Let us call
Gi=X di &1, i=1, ..., n and F0=X1 X
d&1
2 } } } X
d&1
n&1Xn&#. Using the
lexicographical order with X1> } } } >Xn , the semisyzygies S(Gi , Gj), for
any i< j, reduce to zero. But S(G1 , F0)=#X d&11 &X
d&1
2 } } } X
d&1
n&1Xn does
not reduce to zero. Let us call F1=X d&11 &#
&1X d&12 } } } X
d&1
n&1Xn . In the
same way if we reduce S(F0 , F1) we obtain
F2=X d&21 &#
&2q(d&1)(n&1)2X d&22 X
2
3 } } } X
d&2
n&1X
2
n .
If we define Fe+i to be the reduction of S(F0 , Fe), for ed&1, then we
obtain
Fe+1=X d&e&11 &#
&(e+1)q(&1& } } } &e)(n&1)2X d&e&12 X
e+1
3 } } } X
d&e&1
n&1 X
e+1
n .
In particular Fd=1&X d3X
d
5 } } } X
d
n&3X
d
n reduces to zero and Fd&1=
X1&#&d&1q&((d&1)(d&2)2)(n&1)2X2X d&13 } } } Xn&1X
d&1
n .
A hard, but straightforward, calculation proves that [G2 , ..., Gn , Fd&1] is
a Groebner basis. As a consequence Nn"Exp(P) has cardinality equal to
d n&1. Hence P has codimension d n&1. K
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A complete list of cofinite prime ideals in Kq[X1 , ..., Xn] may be now
made.
Codimension 1.
(X1 , ..., Xn&1 , Xn&:), : # K,
if n is even.
Codimension d 2.
(X1 , ..., Xn&2 , X dn&1&1, X
d
n&1),
if n is even;
(X1 , ..., Xn&3 , X dn&2&1, X
d
n&1&1, X
d
n&1, Xn&2 X
d&1
n&1Xn&#),
if n is odd and # as in Proposition (2.2).
Codimension d 4.
(X1 , ..., Xn&4 , X dn&3&1, X
d
n&2&1, X
d
n&1&1, X
d
n&1),
if n is even;
(X1 , ..., Xn&5 , X dn&4&1, X
d
n&3&1, X
d
n&2&1, X
d
n&1&1, X
d
n&1,
Xn&4X d&1n&3Xn&2X
d&1
n&1Xn&#),
if n is odd and # as in Proposition (2.2).
This process finishes at codimension d 2[n2], [n2] being the integer part
of n2.
2.5. Dimension of Ext
We will study the dimension of ExtnR(RP, R) with PR being a cofinite
prime ideal of R. A general theory to do that was not available until now,
mainly because we have not had a Rees theorem to reduce the computation
of ExtnR(M, R) to Ext
n&1
R(a)(M, R(a)) in the case in which a # R is a regular
centralizing element and aM=0.
(2.9) Theorem. With the above notation, we have
dimK (RP)=dimK (ExtnR(RP, R))
for any cofinite prime ideal P of R=Kq[X1 , ..., Xn].
Let us show the case in which n=4 and P has codimension one. Then
P=(X1 , X2 , X3 , X4&:), : # K. It is well known that idim(Kq[X1 , X2 , X3 ,
X4])=GKdim(Kq[X1 , X2 , X3 , X4])=4. Hence we need to compute the
K-dimension of Ext4R(RP, R) and prove that it is equal to one. Let
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G1=X1 , G2=X2 , G3=X3 , and G4=X4&:. Then [G1 , G2 , G3 , G4] is a
Groebner basis of P. First we consider a free presentation of P,
.1 : R4  P, .1(ei)=G i .
In order to compute Ker(.1) we write the semisyzygies S(Gi , Gj)=
q&1Xj G i&Xi Gj , i< j and divide them with respect to the Groebner basis
[G1 , G2 , G3 , G4]. If we obtain S(Gi , Gj)=h Q ijhGh , and we define sij=
q&1Xj e i&Xi ej&h Q ijheh , then [sij : 1i< j4] is a system of gener-
ators of Ker(.1). In fact it is a Groebner basis with respect to a monomial
order. See [9]. In that case we have that [H1 , ..., H6] is a Groebner basis
of Ker(.1), being
H1=s12=(q&1X2 , &X1 , 0, 0);
H2=s13=(q&1X3 , 0, &X1 , 0);
H3=s14=(q&1X4&1, 0, 0, &X1);
H4=s23=(0, q&1X3 , &X2 , 0);
H5=s24=(0, q&1X4&1, 0, &X2);
H6=s34=(0, 0, q&1X4&1, &X3).
Second we consider a free presentation
.2 : R6  Ker(.1); .2(ei)=Hi , i=1, ..., 6.
In order to compute Ker(.2) we consider the minimum common multiple
of the Hi and Hj , i< j. If we call them Xij , the only non-zero ones are
X12=X2X3 ; X23=X3X4 ; X45=X3X4 ; X13=X2X4 .
Thus Ker(.2) has four generators. They are
I1=s12=(q&1X3 , &X2 , 0, qX1 , 0, 0);
I2=s13=(q&1X4&q, 0, &X2 , 0, qX1 , 0);
I3=s23=(0, q&1X4&q, &X3 , 0, 0, qX1);
I4=s45=(0, 0, 0, q&1X4&q, &X3 , qX2).
In fact [I1 , ..., I4] is a Groebner basis of Ker(.2). Third we consider the
free presentation
.3 : R4  Ker(.2); .3(ei)=Ii , i=1, ..., 4.
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In order to compute Ker(.3) we consider the minimum common multiple
of the Ii and Ij , i< j. If we call them Xij , the only non-zero one is
X12=X3X4 .
Thus Ker(.3) has one generator. It is
J=s12=(q&1X4&q&2 , &X3 , qX2 , &q2X1)
and [J] is a Groebner basis of Ker(.3).
In this way we have a free resolution of RP built in the following way:
.3 .2 .1
Ker(.3) ww R4 R6 R4 R ww RP
Ker(.2) Ker(.1) P
Hence Ext4R(RP, R)$Ext1R(Ker(.2), R). We take the free presentation
of Ker(.2)
0  Ker(.3) 
& R4 w
.3 Ker(.2)  0
and the long exact sequence
} } }  HomR(R4, R) w
&*
HomR(Ker(.3), R)  Ext1R(Ker(.2), R)  0 } } } .
Now
Ext1R(Ker(.2), R)$HomR(Ker(.3), R)Im(&*)
$R(q&1X4&q&2, &X3 , qX2 , &q2X1),
which have K-dimension one.
A similar method may be used to prove the result in the other cases, i.e.,
P=(X1 , X2 , X d3&1, X
d
4&1), (X1 , X
d
2&1, X
d
3&1, X
d
4&1, X2X
d&1
3 X4&#), or
(X d1&1, X
d
2&1, X
d
3&1, X
d
4&1) and any integer number n2.
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